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Building your own home doesn’t have to be a process riddled with 
complications, concerns and chaos. 

Jovan Vujovic, owner of Signature Homes Windsor, and his wife, Julie 
Bondy, of Manor Realty Ltd., can alleviate your apprehension. 

Together, they specialize in developing distinct, customized homes 
for their clients, ensuring that attention to detail and unwavering 
dedication are at the forefront of each build. 

All you need to do is envision it, and this dynamic duo will take it from 
there, bringing your dream home to life as your home. 

Before starting Signature Homes Windsor in 2011, Jovan worked as 
an engineer, which provided invaluable insight that now allows 

him to guide clients in a transparent, helpful manner throughout 
the building process. During each project, Jovan demonstrates 

great pride in his work, offering personal concierge service to 
every client. 

A top-producing member of the Manor Realty team for 
years, including 2022 when she was acknowledged as the Top 

Saleswoman yet again, Julie serves as the Exclusive Broker for 
Signature Homes. 

With her immense enthusiasm and experience, Julie strives to 
establish a genuine connection with all clients. A successful, seamless 
transaction is almost inevitable, as she will work to earn you the top 
market price for your current home and expedite the move over to 
your new property. 

On their website, www.signaturehomeswindsor.com, clients can 
browse various build options and designs that they can consider 
before ultimately selecting the preferred layout for their new home. 

“Clients can go on our website to see our past builds and the work 
we’ve done,” Jovan says.

“The gallery of photos is fantastic for ideas and inspiration for 
designing the décor of your new home,” Julie stated.

Their newest projects are coming in Spring 2023; the Trinity Woods 
Project in Lasalle will have nine executive lots, with reservations now 
being accepted, and new builds are also arriving in Lakeshore, just off 
Oakwood Avenue.  

“We build homes in subdivision properties, but a big part of our 
business is also custom builds on clients’ own properties,” Jovan 
explains. 

“What sets us apart is the personalized service clients get from 
working directly with Jovan on their build,” Julie adds.

 After the build is complete, Jovan and Julie remain in
	 contact	with	clients,	confirming	that	the	new	property	
 is nothing short of spectacular. 

 For a trouble-free build and unmatched after-sales 
 service, Signature Homes Windsor and Julie Bondy 
 are the team to depend on.
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What Julie Is Wearing
Dress: Joseph Ribkoff

What Jovan Is Wearing
Sport Coat: Soul Of London
Shirt: 7 Downie St.
Jeans: Paige
Shoes: GoodMan


